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Case Study: Ingrid Paulson RGD 

Type of Work (choose one)

Pro Bono Self-published Professional

Client Name

Project Challenge 
Describe the client needs / project brief, including project goals and objectives.

Strategy/Methodology
Describe your design process including any research, analysis or other information gathering and investigation that contributed to your solution.

Date Project Completed Your Role in the Project

Project Title

MM / DD / YYYY
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Case Study: Ingrid Paulson RGD 

Design Process
Briefly describe the design process from initial concept exploration and presentation to acceptance by the client.

Solution/Contribution
Describe your design solution/deliverables and how they achieved project goals and objectives.

Results/Impact
Provide quantitative/qualitative evidence of the effectiveness of your solution and/or how overcoming any special circumstances and/or 
challenges on the project demonstrate the effectiveness of your solution.

Supporting Materials
Is this project available for viewing online?

Yes, at the following URL:

No, I will upload my materials:


	Project 1: Client Name: McMichael Canadian Art Collection
	Project 1: Date Completed: 2017
	Project 1: Your Role: Art director/designer
	Project 1: Project Title: Passion Over Reason: Tom Thomson and Joyce Wieland
	Project 1: Project Description: The book takes inspiration from the McMichael's show about the interplay of the works of Tom Thomson and Joyce Wieland, with a further interplay from contemporary artist Zachari Logan Rather than producing a survey catalogue, they wished for me to create a book visually and thematically similar to an artist's book. Wieland's 1972 catalogue for her solo show at the National Gallery of Canada - a whimsical, non-linear scrapbook - was the visual inspiration. Only three essays were included, and I was given free rein to assemble the artworks into their own narrative themes that would honour the curator's layout of the show. I created interactions using the third artist's work on vellum overlays.
	Project 1: Research and Analysis: - meeting and walkthrough with museum curator to understand the flow and interactions between the two main artists and their work- obtaining a copy of Joyce Wieland's 1972 catalogue for her solo show at the National Gallery of Canada, as we were going to use the layout as a visual inspiration for this book's layout. The catalogue was created by Wieland by taking a government publication on arctic flora and superimposing her handwriting, photos of her artworks, stitching in ephemera, and, using a stat camera, photographing her interventions and reassembling the pages as her own catalogue.
	Project 1: Design Solutions and Deliverables: Cover: using a bright pink-toned landscape from Thomson as a wrap, I devised a peephole dicut to reveal a film still from Wieland's 1976 film about Thomson. In this way, both artists were shown on the cover, as well as indicating that this art exhibit was about the interplay of the two artists' work. Throughout the book, any themes of sexuality, gender, nationalism were used as touchstones to guide the reader through as a visual narrative. A gatefolded page backed a collage of Thomson's paint sketches against a quilted Wieland work relating to framed landscapes to further accentuate the dualities. Vellum inserts overlay a third artist's blue pencil sketches.
	Project 1: Special Circumstances: This project had to be completed in six weeks, so there was a lot of communication with the stakeholders - both client and printer - to insure that we were all on the same page, that everyone was happy with the various steps, and to address any hiccups immediately to avoid delays. 
	Project 1: Design Process: - was provided with scans of all artworks in show, as well as unedited text to be included in the book- to establish a visual narrative, I printed out thumbnails of all text and images and created a flat plan, which I used to figure out the rhythm and pacing for the book- in researching Wieland's work, I found that she used a typewriter for her film scripts, and found a typeface combination that would best reflect the analogue creation process while remaining legible and functional. (Her Selectric typewriter's font is not available in digital format.)
	Project 1: Supporting Materials URL: http://ingridpaulson.com/project/passion-reason-tom-thomson-joyce-wieland
	Project 1: Supporting Materials File Upload: 
	Case Study 1: Professional
	Project 1: Yes


